
Dear students; soon to be distinguished delegates, 

We are excited to embark on this journey of diplomacy and debates with you. We welcome 

you to the first ever MV-MUN Česká !!! 

 

You are about to embark on a life-changing journey that will help you develop confidence in 

leading others, a stronger awareness of global issues, and the chance to make new friends 

from around the world. Model UN is a valuable experience that can help you get into college, 

find your first job, and become inspired to change the world. And most importantly, M-U-N 

is F-U-N! 

 

Down below we are providing multiple documents with a broad overview of what MV-MUN 

is but also MUNs are on the broad scope. 

This event is not only an opportunity to issue opinions and state facts but also offers space for 

growth and becoming what we like to call the best version of ourselves. 

 

Do not hesitate to sign up with the link provided below, it might seem like a lot of 

information and complicated topics but we will take you through this journey step by step 

with thorough explanations at each milestone. 

Because even though this is a big project it all comes down to your excellence as an 

individual. 

 

So let’s start with the first step: 

    1.    Sign up with google forms 

    2.    Complete the payment 

    3.    Wait for the confirmation of your application 

    4.    Start your preparation  

    5.    Take part in our exciting workshop where you will get more insights  

    6.    Take part in the conference as a distinguished and honoured delegate  

 

In the first step which is the google form sign up sheet you will find the option to choose your 

committee. This might feel like a big choice but as this is your first conference whichever one 

you choose our expert chairs will make you feel included and understood. 

    ⁃    the WHO will discuss topics and crisis concerning health and safety in the UN 

    ⁃    the HCC will take you on a exciting journey into the past and you will get to represent 

historical politicians with strong leadership skills 



    ⁃    the HRC will provide a look on human rights and policies and how they are created 

today 

 

Registration Form :  https://forms.gle/JjtS44RUMTu2P2WU6 

 

After signing up through Google Form You will receive an email with all details that are 

needed. In case you have any questions do not hesitate to contact us at 

mv.mun24@gmail.com,  

or in person Zlata Votchenikova IB DP1, Karolina Matkova II.B. 

 

Thank you,  

 

We are excited to see you in June 
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